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The iSauna Design Kft. Sauna industry was founded with the utmost desire to promote the lifestyle of daily use of a 
premium saunas.  Recently our sauna factory has expanded with the most modern machines and additional production 
area.  Hungarian experts make our exclusive sauna cabins by hand, with passion.

The iSauna Design Premium Sauna is produced on the bases of ever-changing trends, styles and designs, can be a 
worthy addition to homes and gardens, terraces and home wellnesses. Saunas made by our manufactory can provide a 
perfect solution for premium quality enthusiasts, as they seek additional facilites for hotels and fitness centers.

Western quality from Hungarian experts

We consider our goal to be that the saunas we produce 
would be only made from first-class materials, with 
modern machines, with the latest in-developed 
technologies in a environmentally conscious way 
exclusively in Hungary.

High quality is the warranty itself

TheThe individual luxury sauna can only be made of premium 
quality materials and high degree of competence.  All this 
is proved by our international TÜV license and 
certification, which only iSauna Design Kft. has in 
Hungary.  For combined outdoor saunas only our company 
has won the international TÜV certificate in Europe.
WithWith the ongoing development of our manufacturing 
technology, we are always working to provide our 
customers with the latest solutions, with unique 
improvements offering ever-increasing comfort.

In one hand from the idea up to the realization

Possibilites do not have any limits, the professional result 
is based on your individual ideas. We have to know each 
details, so that we can plan, construct and assembly your 
custom-built solution.

Intelligent solutions

By developing our construction technology with 
international TÜV Certificate we are working that our 
customers get newest solutions and comfort 
developments. 

_ Step into the world of iSauna



Combined sauna with ergonomic relaxation bench. Pamper yourself 
with our individually designed combined saunas, take in the gorgeous 
panorama and relax on the unique relaxation bench.
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_ Outdoor sauna house with relax bench



Lugano outdoor luxury sauna house is a work of art.  It combines 
design with functionality, luxury with comfort, and perfectly aligned 
with nature. The design of the combined sauna house is based on 
minimalistic style, simple lines, high quality materials, special interior 
design and large glass surfaces. Thanks to the glass walls of the 
sauna house, the sauna area becomes airy offering perfect view at the 
beauties of the sauna environment.
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_ Combined sauna house with shower
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Do you have a large garden or a spacious roofed terrace? 
Are you flirting with the idea of a complex wellness 
house?

An iSauna Wellness House brings family and friends 
together in an exclusive ambience. Enjoy relaxation for 
quality of life!
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_ Custom designed Wellness House 
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iSauna wellnes comfort sauna houses are for those who like comfort 
in their home or even in their own garden to enjoy all the enjoyment a 
complete wellness section offers. iSauna outdoor wellness sauna 
house contains Finnish sauna, infra sauna, Himalayan salt therapy, 
relaxation room with modern ceiling infrared heating (energy-friendly), 
small sink, a toilet and a shower.
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_ Luxury sauna house with heated resting area
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The experts of iSauna Manufacture pay outstanding attention to the 
sauna houses and outdoor sauna types during production, thus our 
clients can always enjoy premium quality products.
All elements of the comfort sauna house are precise, hand-crafted and 
include amenities such as infra-sauna, Finnish sauna, steam sauna, 
Himalayan salt therapy, RGB LED light therapy, heated shower, heated 
toilet, internet smartphone sauna control.
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_ Luxury sauna cabin with toilet and shower



Nowadays people would rather have their sauna in their yard than in a 
basement. Make your yard a modern wellness garden with an 
eye-catching outdoor Finnish sauna. An outdoor Finnish sauna with a 
panoramic view can be the center of the garden. An outdoor sauna 
dresses up the garden, whether it's on the patio, in the yard or in a 
speparate place.
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_ Modern style panoramic sauna



The real feature of this Finnish sauna is the already existing window 
element, which has been carefully integrated so that the family can 
enjoy the view on the snowy trees during a sauna session.
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_ Custom-built Finnish indoor sauna



The Finnish sauna heater of the combined saunas fits into the floor 
matching the minimal interior. The infrared sauna effect is enhanced 
by folding infrared panels.  You can enjoy the effect of Himalayan salt 
therapy on while using the the Finnish sauna or the infrared sauna.
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_ Premium combined panoramic sauna



The biosauna is a really friendly solution for those who can’t afford the 
heat of the Finnish sauna or the steam of steam baths. The Easy 
Comfort Biosauna is equipped with a brand new Harvia Steamer. The 
specialty of the bio sauna is an individually designed Himalayan salt 
wall, where the steamy experience and Himalayan salt therapy 
increases the effect of each other. The mix of different scents makes 
this bio sauna cabin really thrilling.
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_ Special ergonomic infrared sauna



Designing the newest iSauna Color Family we focused on: 
- Great value for money - Directly from the manufacturer 
- Easy assembly - Accessible from anywhere on the Globe
- Engineering and Design - Meeting individual needs
TheThe custom color variations can be chosen from the RAL color palette. 
More than 100 colors are available. Not only the color of the inside and 
outside paneling, but also the color of the roof tinning and the color of 
the aluminum doors can be chosen by the customer.
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_ Unique Design for extravagant people – New iSauna Color



Thanks to the Himalayan salt therapy you not only have a beautiful 
surface, but also healthy and healing air in your home, fitness and 
wellness centers, baths, hotels.
The Himalayan salt brick is a 20x10x5 cm brick-shaped Himalayan salt 
crystal. The Himalayan Salt brick is a hand-mined product. 
InIn the air of the Himalayan salt room and salt caves have a special 
bacteriologically extremely pure microclimate. The air of the 
Himalayan Salt Room filled with minerals and beneficial 
microorganisms has a negative charge supporting your health.
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_ Himalayan salt walls in premium quality



Decorative glass surfaces integrated in the cabin play a key role 
in creating such a unique atmosphere in the combined sauna. 
The arched and harmonized glass surface, the nice colour and 
scent provided by the red cedar wall panelling and the 
Himalayan salt therapy tones all combine into a calm and very 
elegant atmosphere.

As a result of the shapes of different atmospheres appearing in 
the process of sauna designing and construction we pay attention 
to individual needs and provide custom solutions. Sauna 
customers who prefer classical or more modern styles. The sauna 
wellness room is created in a way that matches the style of the 
customer and the environment.
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How does a dedicated designer team work with a creative client?
The iSauna manufactory team supports each customer from the very 
first step until realization.
iSaunaiSauna offers individual and competent advice, we maintain personal 
and online contact with our customers. Our photorealistic 3D 
rendering and execution plan make the presented sauna house 
tangible and immersive. Let's your private dream sauna house come 
true, or expand your hotel's service range with an excellent service. 
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_ Sauna Wellness Spa Interior
Design and execution from one hand



Combined garden sauna (infrared sauna, Finnish sauna, bio sauna), 
Himalayan salt walls with mobile daybeds, wood effect tiles, medicinal 
water bath, Himalayan salt box, natural alder wood-beamed ceiling, 
massage room with natural alder ceiling lapping and starry sky, rain 
showers, drinking fountain, a passage connecting the guesthouse and 
wellness world with its unique natural wooden walls. The wellness area 
has a panoramic glazing, and sliding doors.
AAre you considering a private wellness, or a community wellness 
center for your hotel?
Switch to a higher quality, iSauna manufactory realizes your individual 
wellness facilities!

"ISauna Manufactory – Lifelong Quality"
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_ Community Wellness Centers  
   in premium quality
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When it comes to rendering a sauna wellness, our top priority is that 
health, functionality and design fuse in a complete harmony in the 
custom-designed wellness area. The result speaks for itself…
The Finnish sauna is also uniquely designed, according to the 
customers' sauna habits and individual requests. The special 
installation gives the sauna a unique feature. 
HeHere was built an indoor wellness area with panoramic glazing, which 
has direct access to the garden.

_ Private Wellness experience of high quality
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In addition to professional work, interior design aims to achieve 
customer satisfaction; that means; when the customer sits on the sofa 
after successfully moving in and looks around his new home, gladly 
remembers the time of designing process and says - it was worth the 
effort – I feel at home here, my custom designed house was made 
according to my individual ideas and wishes! 
ByBy a wellness design house, a modern holiday home, the planning 
costs pay off in the planning phase, as the execution costs can be 
significantly influenced by a cost-effecting designing.

A poor design concept, a few useless square feet - seems to be money 
thrown out the window, although the interior design work has not yet 
been started! Is that what you want to avoid?
TheThe professional designer team of iSauna accompanies you in the 
individual realization of your dream home!

The professional and dedicated designer team of iSauna supports you 
to make your dream home come true!

_ What are the real tasks 
of an interior designer?



Our Poolhouse model was inspired by the vineyards and their 
unexploited opportunities!
This outdoor comfort sauna house can be a perfect complement to 
wine tours, team building sor trainings. 
During the design process our team focused on the outdoor terrace 
systems and we aimed to realize the most satisfying functions for 
company life!
FFriends, family members, or co-workers can relax together in an 
exclusive atmosphere, share memories and enjoy their time together!

_ Poolhouse
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In characterizing the minimalist style, we could usually use the term 
"room serves man". The minimalist style creates harmony with its 
simple forms and clear structures.
In designing the smallest model of our product family, minimalistic 
thinking seemed plausible.
TheThe iSauna Wellness Holiday Home is equipped with a combined 
outdoor sauna, an outdoor shower, terrace systems, a fully equipped 
minimalist kitchen and a dining room, a living room, a bedroom and an 
indoor bathroom.

_ Minimalist Elegance
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iSauna Design
Hungary

The products and photos in this brochure are illustrations. The iSauna Design Kft. reserves the right to make aesthetic and/or functional changes without any 
former announcements. Further, changes can be necessary because of construction and/or trading reasons. The iSauna Design Kft. rejects any responsibity 
because of print errors. 

All texts and pictures, design and contents (icons, texts, pictures, graphics, logo etc.) are under copyright. Their use, copying in details or in all is only allowed 
after allowance of the iSauna Design Kft.    

iSauna International Showroom  | H-2045 Törökbálint, Tópark str. 1/A  |  +36 23 428 914   |  veronika.boros@saunamanufacture.com
iSauna Sauna Design  | Hungary - H-9174 Dunaszeg, Liget str. 11. |  +36 96 312 230   |  balazs.mark@saunamanufacture.com
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